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Abstract:

The Article Objective information on the impact of Education due to Covid-19 Pandemic, as well as on the ways of the rational. How to deals such type Pandemic in future and how to recovery present, again it is challenge reschedule and reopen the education, life's of teacher and student both are totally change online classes starts and offline class shutdown due to Covid-19 Pandemic
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Introduction: A novel Coronavirus (Covid-19) was identified in 2019 in Wuhan China. Corona viruses are a large family of viruses that are known as cause illness ranging from common cold to more to more severe discuses such as middle east respiratory syndrome (MER's) and server allite respiratory syndrome (SARS). Covid-19 world wide pandemic global impact of all human due to spread in all nation through the transportation tourism travel, viz different made but a few nation take quick and fast step discussion stop to spread covid-19 his country partially success rate high but maximum country taken step of lockdown process. The process lockdown and success rate depends the capacity of country and nation but still maximum country taken the step of lockdown. Lockdown process just like becomes unique methodology to face covid-19. According data of world views of different country Government's very helpful technique to stop community level
transmission covid-19. Impact of Lockdown in various sector face different type's of problem's mainly impact of unorganised sector. But developed country and very high fast growing developing nation recovery impact of lockdown fast and very something handy own fast.

**Covid-19 Pandemic:**- At time writing article globally 31,664,104 confirmed cases of covid-19 including 972,921 deaths, New cases 237,856, Americas 15,872,421, South-East Asia 6,436,394, Europe 5,320,422 Eastern Mediterrances- 2,285,565, Africa- 1,156,895 Western Pacific 591,666, United States of America 6,828,785, India 5,732,518, Brazil 4,59,604, Russia Federation 1,122,241. *(Source of WHO)*

**Covid-19 & India:-** 12 March 2020 India reported its. First death after a 76 years old man from Kalburgi, Karnataka become the first victim of the virus in the country. March 13 Odisha declared Covid-19 a disaster and ordered the immediate closure of educational. Institutions. Cinema hells, public swimming pools & Gym even not reported a single case of infection. 13, March, Ministry of Health & Family welfare. GOI. said "Coronavirus is not a health emergency and that there is no need to panic". March 22:- 50 days alter the virus was first reported in, India, a 14 hour voluntary lockdown called 'Janata Curfew' India total 360 cases and the test positivity rate (TPR) 2.2%.


**Caused By:-** Covid-19 Pandemic in India objective to control the spread of corona virus outbreak in India. This is various step taken by GOI during the Pandemic but this is not only step lockdown to control covid-19 like the country India developing nation populated and dense population. It only one method of control Covid-19 then also why not announced step by step If situation of world is over then government of India not taken before action and cancel all international flight before? Many times opposition political party leader aware many times? but GOI not taken
decision right time and slowly-slowly. Direction taken without any information national wide lockdown 25 march. It is wrong decision because in India Massive people outside state specially Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, MP, Odissa, Jharkhand, etc. their per capital income low living standard low for search of jobs and employment find one state to other state face lot of problems. loss of life and loss employment created massive Anarchism Roti and life and come back home. and Thousand-thousand km move walk reach. Home various lost life. Again my topic is not go behind back. But mainly my concern impact of education due to covid-19. This, natural Pandemic creates various types inequality like organised sector, Unorganised sector. People technology & people non-technology # education is natural right part right to life and libery. Article-21(A) : RTE but due to covid-19 & lockdown process starts online class and offline shutdown, this online class divided the classes of resources have and resources have not class the million's of people due to lack of resources of online class like phones, mobiles, poor connectivity, electricity, Internet and data pack not bear and effort such types of online class not benefitted facility some times of natural climates like flood some state some part of India. Also barrier student's also face a lot of problems specially poor section & weaker section, trible section and Dalit section of society. Student's who attained online class also face a lot of problems other types problems?

But in the other side teacher they also divided into two categories like organised sector and unorganised sector. They organised sector also divided permanent teacher, guest teacher, Adhoc teacher or contract teacher still due to lockdown permanent teacher and Ad-hoc teacher gotted salary and other facility of sometimes say some % of dedication but still gotted handsome salary & other all but who think about the guest teacher? Nothing is gotted during the Pandemic? who is responsible? then why appointment the guest faculty teacher? Life of Guest faculty teacher is bonded labours and also bad condition. No one is supported during the covid-19. Not only but other unorganised sector like coaching tuition teacher the million of people linked this professional but still why not consider the sector? Sometimes say If coaching management and received like business yes it may be right but teacher of this profession's and staff is daily like ways earn but none of state and centre government supported before like 15 march to upto till date all coaching, college, university, school closed no earn, no supported, no announcement Why? Who will
responsible? None of talk about his/her life. And all matter? Why? the person involved like teaching and education not like allin who is also person and citizen of India million of people teacher & million of staff in this professional occupation's find the problem's of this unorganised sector teacher and staff and give the status of like organised sector register and collect data is this field and provided some basic facility and issue to guidelines for this unorganised sector to safe life and families.

**Conclusion:-** Due to impact of covid-19 impact of all human and nature but this article focus impact of education specially weaker section of society due to lack of resource's and impact of guest teacher life in organised sector unorganised sector gives the satus issue guidelines. Rule and regulation save life of in unorganised sector teacher and staff and provide the same basic facility of life in this field of employee, staff & teacher.
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